
Financial Well-Being Post-MBA
with Lena Perepelova

Commitment with a life-long impact:
Create a system tomaintain control of your finances

Design your financial strategy to fit your personal goals

Learn what you need to know about investing

Start investing following your strategy

Incorporate regular wealthmanagement habits into your life

Which transformation can you expect as an outcome of the program?

✓ You'll gain a newfound confidence in handlingmoney and financial matters
✓ You'll prioritize your financial well-being and recognize its significance
✓ You'll proactively take steps towards achieving amore balanced financial state
✓ Over time, you'll witness tangible improvements in your financial outcomes
✓ Youmay attain clarity regarding your future career aspirations, employer

preferences, salary negotiations, or setting prices as an entrepreneur
✓ Youmight feel prepared to embrace new lifestyle choices
✓ As needed, you'll alleviate any financial anxiety youmay have
✓ Ultimately, you can anticipate fewer conflicts with your partner related to finances
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How does it work?

✓ Structured approach: quarterly meetings following “Knowledge, Mindset &Habits”
methodology

✓ 60- 90minmeetings to evaluate your progress and define personalized goals for the
upcomingmonths

✓ Individualized learningmaterials and tools to continue your financial journey outside
of our meetings.

What are the program deliverables?

Throughout this program, you'll embark on a journey to craft your personalized financial plan
and design a robust financial strategy. Moreover, you'll develop practical tools to track the
growth of your assets. Learning about various investing strategies, you'll gain valuable
insights into assessing the profitability of different alternatives, empowering you tomake
informed investment decisions.

Each personal goal is different, so flexibility is key andwewill address your individual needs
and concerns.Whether you need guidance in evaluating job offers, understanding their
financial implications, or cultivating new financial habits, we've got you covered.

What is the length of the program?
The program length is 24months and includes 8meetings. Moremeetings can be purchased
on-demand.

What is the cost of the program?
€100 per trimester for the first year students
€125 per trimester for the second year students
€150 per trimester for employed professionals

How to subscribe and when do we start?
Book your first personal consultation here indicating that youwould like to start “Financial
Well-Being Post-MBA” Accountability program.

Before contracting this product, please read the Legal Disclaimer here.
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